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NEW MEXlCO LOBO
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Frumkin Tries Contemporary Methods

Film Recordings Aid Class Environment
By ART THOMAS
Imagine a class where you can
listen to Bob Dylan, see a film on
Michael McClure, and w:ind up
grooving to a recording of Janis
Joplin and Big Brother and the
Holding Company. That's what
it's like in Gene Frumkin's literature classes.

The assistant professor of English and author of The Rainbow
Walker, a newly published book
of poetry, says his lectures and
assignments w:ill be even farther
out this semester than last. Students can turn in a tape recording
of a poetry relWing, a short story,
or almost any type of artistie

New Interest Rates

Target of Petitions

I'

Petitions against a bill th~t
would raise the ceiling rates on
almost all types of loans in New
Mexico are available in the Union.
"The whole effect of the law
would be to contribute to a fur~
ther drift of interest rates in New
Mexico," said Dr. David Hamil~
ton, professor of econo~Qf;.
An individual borrow:ing $1000,
for example, would pay an interest of $255 under the bill, No. 164,
as compared to $183 under the
Consumer Credit Code, under the
current Uniform Small Loans
Act, $130 under present bank

regulations, and $120 under the
present Credit Union Act.
It is argued by proponents of
the bill that "competition will assure that the Hmits set will not
become those which exist in the
marketplace and that we do not
need to worry about such limits in
the present affluent society," said
Hamilton.
In answer to these statements
for the bHI, Hamilton said, "If the
market is a sufficient regulator
and if rates will fall below what
now exists, then we most certainly do not need new ceilings and
most certainly not ones above
those which now exist.'1
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Quits Post at Meeting

Benefit A.A.U.W. Scholarship Fund
Tuesday, March Il-8:15 P.M.
Adm. 5.50, 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50
UNM Students w j Act Cards-~ Price
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Jack Pickel has resigned as Fiesta Com.
mittee chairman :for 1969.
In a letter of resignation submitted to
Rally Committee chairman Jim Maddox on
Tuesday, Pickel said:

277~3121

Text of Letter

NEW MEXICO lOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words}
5¢ per word if same od runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

LOST & FOUND

REWARD OFFEREJ}-Y.ar nld CallieSheperd cross near t1NM.. Black & gold
male. Call 243-'7585 or 877-6581.
WI:Ll. PAY $10 or more for return of dark
brown _Purse, lost Feb. 19. Call 344-4922
after " p.m.

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
ClASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. Far Sale

GqLil BULtJVA WATCH, 1" black band
itw~~n Gym. 277-4551, 277-2961:

SERVICES

TYPING: Need help with your spclling and
pttnetuation 1 Call :!42-0649.
THE COLLEGE lNN BARBJilR SHOP at
the College lnn has PCl'I!Onalized service
at MlNIMUM rates.
TYP
,ING-lteasonable-Cali MBrl' Ann3~4·8767.
.
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Lobo Photo by Tony Loudctbough

UN:M campus life after dark often takes weird

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

Eerie

4. ForRent

3 Services

INSERT THE FOllOWING ADVERTISEMI:NT --TiMES STARTING---

Women's Dorms Obtain Pass Keys

~ACANCY~Varoity House, 141
Columb•a SE. l Bdrm. Apt,. twin or
dou~le bed-242-8080.
'

FOR SALE

1958 VOLKSW'AGON-New tires excellent
engine, radi,.,. everYthing worl<s-$460
. 247-2321 or 898-0376.
. .
•

ENCLOSED$-~~-

1960 M.G. 4 speed, blue convertible. lilx·
cellent. 277-8152.

PLACED BY~--------

SP:EED GRAPHIC 4xG Paeema:kin' X•
S)'llcbFllm-holders, Tank, $8G. 256.1>497.

..

'1000 llOOK$1 $.25 up, Mapo, 'l'uesdiiY.•
sun, l0-4 •. 3llO Edith m;:.

CAMERJ}, Yashlca 0. 2:\4" twili lens

11>o

flex Wlth caoe, $40. Also, 4-power field
glasses & barometer. TM Bo Tr<l<! 2218
Central SK.
'

CEltAMiCS TOOLS! complete ~et, slightly
tJacd, for $5.00. 242-3078, et'eplnll'!l.

forms as this time exposure of this fast Volkswagon
shows. The new liberal hours program should result
in even more weird night things.

"Due to the halt in progress of the Fiesta
Committee because of the stop on funds, I
feel that some action must be taken so that
the Fiesta Committee can resume :func·
tioning soon enough that the delay will not
endanger the event."
"For this reason, I l1ereby submit my
resignation as Fiesta chairman. This is
not an admission of guilt, but is intended
rather to facilitate the committee's prog~
ress. I would like to thank Rally Committee
for offering me the opportunity to chair
Fiesta.''
"I would also like to thank Bub Henry
(Director of Alumni Relations) and Jim

Hours Revision

FOR RENT

19S4 COlWJilTTE, 327-ll~O lh>. <1 spd
C9n'Verti~le Pl"'' Hardtop, AM-FM Micb!
~~-<l~•als• Elttremely good oonditlort.

Volsky

7. Miscellaneous

RARE
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BEAUTY'

Free Delivery-Phone CH3-3594
Charge accounts with approved credit

RATJilS: Tc per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.40) per tinle ron. If ad is to
run_ five or more conscc:tttive d.a.yg witlt
no changes the rate Is reduced to 5e
Per word ail the minimum number of
words to 10.•
TERM!l: Paymen~ must be made In
full pnor io lnserli<m cf adve-tlsement.
Wli:ERE: J'<>nrnalistn Building. :Room
159, afternoons prefel'llbly or maiL
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
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You'll love
the ALMAY LOOK
it's 'PURE

Comp1ete Line
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COCA .

ON ALL PRESCRIPTIONS

'

"ENCHANTING"
..ChapMan

(3 blocks west of U.
on Sigma Chi Road)

" •
Saturday, March 8
FJStful of Dollars;" Union 'l'hll!lter' 7
and 10 p.m.; Admission 60 cents.
'

2)

New Mexico in ''Old Love'' when
he writes:
"Love again/must come alive
agJlin/out of chaos/'rhe sun descends/Yowl of a dog/Closing of
a door/the entire state/of New
Mexico/forages in darkness/That
boneyard love/cold and dishon()red/cries out for one more moment of light'' (The Rainbow
Walker, p. 37, lines 21-31.)

Angeles, some dating seven years
back, and the 'flocale poems" were
written in and about Albuquerque.
Frumkin said that when he
moved here from Los Angeles be
felt New Mexico was a land that
he could "latch onto" in his poetry. The contrasts and sensations
of the desert come through in his
"Albuquerque poems," and he
captures the distinctive flavor pf

PRESCRIPTION CENTER
MEDICAL ARTS SQUARE

Wednesday, March 5
Panel discllBSion with repr~ntatives
from the New Mexico l"!lfslature· Kiva·
7 :30 p.m.
'
'
Meeting o£ Sandia Grotto: slide ohaw·
7:30 p,m.: Room. 21i0 C.D: Union
'
Meeting of B.A.S.A.; voting on' representation PolicY: 12:30 to 4:30 p.m.: Union
tl1eater,.
··~an About Co.mpus' interview with
DavJd Peannnn, Young Democrats; em
XUNM nt 2:80 p.m. and 9:40 p.m,
Thursday, J.'larch G
La Societe du Cinema: "Destry :!tides
AgaJn;lt- Unio·n Theater; 7 p.m.: admissiCin
75 centgs.
Friday, March 'I
Dance workshop featurlntt music by New
Mexico com:vosers. continuing through
March 9, S:l& p.m.; Recital Hall: admission
$1~6(}. !or adults, $1.01l ior students.
'Kmc Hearts und Coronet&;" Union
'!heater; 7 and 10 p.m.; admission 50
cents.
• •'New Cinema Three:'" flraf: o£ two showJOgs ol Iron Curtain films; Popejoy Hall
7:30 p.m.; Admission $1.50 for adults'
$1.00 for students.
.
'
Films !rom behind the Iron Curtain·
~ experimental film series· 7:30 p.m :

,,

c:~:eation that exp:~:esses personal
response to the works "experienced.''
Frumkin, who teaches Literary
Movements Since 1940·, says be is
rethinking his teaching methods
this semester in an effort to create a contemporary classroom environment that w:ill give more
meaning to the formal content of
the course.
"The thinking young people of
today are dissatisfied about the
society they h~tve- inherited "
Frumkin said, "and colleges a{:e
not giving them what they need.''
He feels the university's most
tragic failing is in preparing the
student to earn a living rather
than in teaching him how to live.
Frumldn, known as Gene by
many of his students, strongly
feels that many students see no
expression (by institutions) of
their personal sense of reality,
and they react by "dropping out"
or "taking over" for the flimsiest
of logical reasons,
.
''Values are undergoing change "
he explained. " 'Beat Literatur'e•
became popular for its expression
of these dissatisfactions and
changing values.''
Frumkin's The Rainbow Walker is in two parts. The "mind
poems" .are those written in Los
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Keys to the residence halls arrived yesterday, and new hours are now in effect.
All upperclassmen who have Associated
Women's Student's (AWS) identification
cards, or who are over 21, areo eligible to
check out keys,
ldentificati()n Cards
The identification cards carry a statement that by signing the card, respGnsibility is accepted for the security of the
dorms, and the expectations and rules of
A WS are understood.
Among the rules outlined at an orientation meeting held Thursday, Feb. 27 were:
• Quiet hours must be observed carefully,
·
• Each st\tdent will be responsible for
checking out and returning her own key.

• All keys must be returned by 8:30 a.m. lowed to have four weeknight overnights
per month.
the following day.
The original A WS proposal recommend• Any student allowing any other stu·
dent (including freshmen) to enter the hall ed abolishing women's hours, after a "bitchwill be held responsible for an illegal entry in" held last October indicated that womunless the other girl has her own key.
en's dorm residents demonstrated strong
e Keys will be checked out on a one· opposition to continuation of hours regulanight basis only. Overnights ai'e still avail· tion.
·
able.
January Approval
Rules Infringements
The hours system as it now stands was
If any infringements of the rules occur, apptoved by tl1e Housing Committee on
the matter will be handled through the Jan. 7. DeAn of Women Helen Whiteside
ASW judicial process.
had forwarded the proposal to the limllling
Freshmen are not eligible to check out Committee with recommendation for pass}{eys because AMS. has designated the first age.
year a period of adjustment.
A WS President Louise Bazan said that
Under the AWS proposal accepted by the
the
new hours and key check-out system
Dean of Women's office and the Housing
are
under
a trial period for one year.
Committee, freshmen women are now al·

Dines (Associated Students President) for
their assistance and support."
Finance Committee Investigation
Pickel came under fire from the Senate
Finance Committee two weeks ago when
Finance Committee Chairman Leonm:d DeLayo asked for a investigation of "apparent mismanagement of funds" by the
Fiesta Committee.
Student Court then issued a temporary
enjoining order preventing the Union Business Office from cashing checks written by
Pickel or any member of the Fiesta Com-·~·
mittee.
The Finance Committee investig~ttion
was undertaken when it was discovered
that Fiesta Committee had charged several
expenses to Pickel's BankAmericard and
then petitioned Associ~tted Students petty
cash for the money.
Among the expenses charged were $8.84
for a plant, $10 to the ASUNM: Bookstore,
$5.95 to the Plm~a bookstore, $98.41 to
cover expenses for decorating showcases
in the Union, $6 for a parking ticket which
Pickel said he received while on Committee
business, $18 for dinnei' for Pickel and
several other Fiesta Committee members,
and $50 for insurance for the Fiesta Rodeo.
Lost Other Receipts
DeLay<> said that Pickel withd1·ew a total
of $104 from Fiesta funds, but turned in
receipts totaling only $73. Pickel told a
Senate meeting that he had lost the other
receipts.
DeLayo also said that Pickel had withdrawn $75 from Fiesta funds over a thre£.
month period in three $25 withdrawals. Finance Committee member Joe Alarid told
Senate that two signatures were required
for withdrawals for $25 or more, but that
only one signature was required for withdt·awals of $25 or less.
Alarid said Pickel was the only one who
signed the withdrawal slips.
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Managing Editor

Becellt Events ------------

Muskie Favors Student Participation
CHICAGO (CPS) - Sen, Edmund Muskie (D-Maine) Wednesday called :for an end to paternalism and continued participation
for college student;:; in campus
affairs.
"We must develop "lines of communication with our'.young people and open the door, to participation rather than confrontation,"
he told the America~ Association
for Higher Education (AAHE).
"If a university· is to encourage
its students to be ac:pive and participating members of society after graduation, that university
should make it poss~ble for stu'. .

Editorial

· 4rmy Now Could End Riots ·
The U.S'. ("Action") Anny now has the
capability to deal with almost any kind of
limited-scale foreign or domestic civil turmoil. The announcement of the perfection
of •a highly-stable synthetic kind of marijuana (tetrahydracanabinol or THC) for
use in chemical warfare sounds like a pothead's dream.
.
Very probably the Army's newest weapon will go into cold storage in a chemicalweapons arsenal somewhere, despite the
existence of several domestic and foreign
trouble-spots where its use is immediately
necessary.
Already much of the Anny is turned on
to marijuana, and returning veterans of
the Vietnamese war include in their stories
of their experiences references to such
exotic items as Cambodian Red, Hanoi
Gold, and Mongol Yellow.
In the American tradition of ·producing
the most, inventing the best, and making
the biggest, the Army's giant step forward
provides us with at least the means to compete with the foreign product in its home
market. The CIA could handle this trade
(along with its opium operations) and
thereby help out the balance of trade problem we have abtoad by keeping our servicemen's money in American hands.
Besides, it would help underwrite the ex-

'

l

i

penses of America's far-flung intelligence
network.
But best of all, the new synthetic pot
could be put to use against street demonstrators and rioters here at home. A recent
issue of the radical newspaper, Guardian,
carried a story by a woman involved in
the civil rights struggles in the south, who
explained her opposition to the use of pot
by calling it a <~cop-out." People lying
around enjoying music and other pot-related activities, she explained, make for a
lousy movement.
The same approach could be attempted
on the nation's disorderly college campuses. "Disperse or we'll stone you," would
become the campus administrators' warning, and instead of a riot resulting when
tear gas and clubs are applied, the response
might be first, "Stone us !10 and then,
"Yeah, man, groovy."
One unfol'tunate aspect of the introduction of the new chemical weapon might be
a rash of campus demonstrations for the
most spurious of issues, simply so the demonstrators could get gassed. In that
event, schools could devise a scale to measure the importance of the demonstration,
limiting the use of synthetic THO to only
the most severe, in order to prevent a run
on the supply.

·l
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By SUSIE SCHMIDT
College Press Service
(CPS)-San Francisco State,
~ueens,
Illinois, Swarthmore,
ha.ndeis,' Minnesota, New York
:rniversity, San Fernando Valley,
~erkeley•.•
The list of schools where black
ttudents have staged protest
lfter protest grows longer every
yeek. Buildings are occupied,
~
il;r1kes
are called, miles of news1aper copy is written.
Why ,)lave black students be·
10me so militant, and what do
heir demands on colleges and unirersities mean? How can the con·
}icts-whieh often look like con-lrontations between two unyield·
bg brick walls-be settled?
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* * * * *

Black students who happen to
\i 'te in college have looked. around
ir Item and discovered that, aff:e'r
1 til the "equality of educational
_and.. "American.
1 lPl!{}rtunity"
· !ream'' rhetoric has been spilled
' ut, Ameclca.'s colleges are still
nly for the rich.
To be sure, they all have wider-touted scholarship progra.ms
·,imed at gi"Villg more "worthy
lOOt' people" a chance to go to
iollege; scholarship students are
•egularly paraded before students
ind community on occasions of
. ·•li!l£-eongratulation, But except
pr the scholarship students, colI eges are full of the children of
j ~e upper and middle classes.
, And they seem geared toward
i be rich in other ways, too; the
PU:tses, the dormitory life and
he social pressures are aimed at
lreparfng students for li:fe in a
iovernment - an d business-dom)lated social structure.
MostlY' the blacks notiee the
blor of college students. They
~i¢e that while the country's
fegro popttla.tion is about 11 per
..ent,. .only ~. per l»JJt of th~ liM ·
•ton's college students are ~
c(hite. In New York City, with its
~ge .·black · population, for .. ex•
lr

:!.·

ample, black students at Queens
notice that 9 out of 10 of their
fellow students are white.
They have been told all their
lives in words that they are. as
good as white men. But they have
also been told by the action of
almost every institution their
paths cross that they aren't .as
good, aren't as smart,. aren't as
worthy. The schools are .jn the
forefront of those institutions.
And the blacks are a!!klng schools
to make good their high-sounding words about "educational op·
portunity."

most directly affect them at the
moment-their schools and the
special divisions of those schools
with which they deal. In that
sense, their demands are no different from the demands of white
students for more power in decision-making in the universities,
more control over their living conditions and the kind of education
they get. Their desires cannot be
separated from those of white
students by invoking the ogre of
racism. That the black's tactics
for pressing their demands are
different from white students' can
>~< •
"' •
"'
probably be traced back to the
For the schools, the demands treatment they received for so
of black students pose grave prob- long in .American cities.
!ems-complex issues are being
,
! · "' "'
raised which question the purThE! demand for more enrollposes and structures of long-es- ment of black students poses, in
tablished processes and programs. the last analysis, a far more seriWhat do militant black
ous. challenge to the structure of
dents want? Most of their de- American higher education as we
mands at the dozens of colleges know and practice it, because it
where tltey have pressed for re-asks the question, "Who is colchange are of two types: de· lege :for?"
mands for more autonomous con•
There is little question that
trol over their education, and de- most colleges are (finally) aware
mands for admission of more that it is not only desirable but
black students to colleges and necessary for them to change their
universities.
racial and economic make-up.
Roy Wilkins of the NAACP They are even coming to see that
has denounced black student de· the speed, at which such changes
mands for hiring and firing power are made ma'y not be up to them.
over staff and faculty of Black But the big question still is, "How
Studies Departments and special to do it."
programs for blacks. He called
The first responses to demands
such demands "cries for separat- :from San Francisco State black
ism!' and "just another form of students for admission of all black
segregation and Jim Crow-ism.'' applicants next fall were typified
Such a rE!sponse seems more naive by Clark Kerr, chairman -of the
than anything else, Whether prestigious Carnegie Commission
black students want real and on Higher Education, and•by Fred
strict geparation is :not clear, but Hechinge:r, the New York Times'
evidenee is that most do not-and Education Oracle. They de ..
that most of their efforts which ·claimed, almost· in unison, "But
began as separatism would quick• we can't let them into our eol•
ly .change.
.
leges! They're not qualiliedt It
It seems clear, however, that would be lowering our standards
real· apartheid, and ~U~paration:. is ..:. and· bringing education down to
not what these students want. the level of the uneducated.''
:rber w.ant some control over the
The usual solutiOn. given by
, 1nstitutiona. , and: proeel!llei-...that'" . such~ ,JRett .to·. the. • problem · of

·Stu·

.· ,1
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PULLMAN, Wash. (CP~)
What started as a scuffle in an
intramural basketball game in
January evolved Monday intii an
ugly exchange of threats involv·
ing Black Student Union (BSU)
officials, Washington State University's administration, county
officials, and area churches and
residents.
In a two-hour fo1·um Monday,
Larry Gosset, a BSU official :from
Seattle, said while many organiza tiona have a "black list," his
has a "white list.'' On it are the
Whitman County prosecutor, the

II

''Wait up, man! •.• Where'd the rest of the ki~s go .•. ?"

by Conrad

l
l
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Editor:
Students' Rights Bill
To the Editor:
I thought that students might
be interested in learning about the
Higher Education Bill of Rights
that Congressman John Brademas
and I introduced earlier this
month.

"what, then to do with them" is
to Bhunt those who can't pass College Entrance exams into trade
schools. That way they .:an say
they're offering a chance at higher education without polluting the
halls of ivy. But such a solution
only perpetuates the OO.d, almost
caste-like system which characterizes our schools and which
students are reacting aaginst~
What else can colleges do? TileY
could, of course, let the students
.in wholesale, aa the San Francisco
State blacks advise, but that
.would be a cruel and cynic"i!J
.hoax. I,ettipg the atuP,el).t!) in v.!it:ll
no prior warning, and then ~as
would· inevitably happen)" flunkjng them out the next term, woula
do 'Iittle~"for "Plack · stUaeriw...-al:.
1;eady badJy damaged s~lf_,.image,
Of course these students aren't
. qualified for college as we know
it. They have grown up and been
educated in the ghettos and sub·
cu1tures of this nation, where
they don't always learn the answers to College Board exams and
haven't had the ;requisite number
of Humanities courses. But per·
haps that says less about their
qualifications for college than
about the co1Jege's qualifications
ns educational institutions for this
time and place.
Another favored response to the
problem, particularly among these
who call themselves "liberal edu~
cators," is the establishment of
special programs which offer un·
qualified students remedial training' to "bring them up to the college level.'' Such programs are in
operation at a number of schools,
with varying degrees of success,
Many of the schools operating
· them have been the scenes of the
loudest of the black student pro•
tests. Studenta in such programs
often feel they are just being told
again that they. are. inferior,. and
sense waves of condescension
from administrators and other
(Continued on page: 3);

an

Army Finds Use
For Marijuana

This legislation should make it
possible for all qualified high•
school graduates to obtain a higher education, regardless of financial means.
Fo1· the first time, students
from middle-income fa m i 1i e s
would be eligible to receive federal scholarship assistance, and
the aid available to students from
disadvantaged backgrounds would
be broadened significantly.
The proposals are based largely
on the recommendations !"'~de recently by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, chaired by Dr. Clark Kerr.
Ogden R. Reid
U.S. Congressman, N.Y.

The drug subculture seems to
have infiltrated even the U.S.
Army. Army chemists are now
developing an extremely potent
form of synthetic marijuana for
use in chemical warlarc.
A private research firm, in collaboration with the Department
of Defense, has developed various
forms of synthetic tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) for the army.
THC is the single most mindaltering agent in natural marijuana. In some synthetic fonns,
THC is considered to be even more
powerful than LSD.
These drugs, an expert said,
may be used as non-lethal "incapacitating agents.''
"It would be a humane weapon
for limiting the cohesiveness of
an enemy force while not destroying life," he said.

Whose Team Is. It?

,,'/
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Shop
ANNUAL SPRING SALE
25% OFF
On All Merchandise
March 1..9

Whose b!lsketball team is it,
anyway? Let's be honest and ·call
the:in the . Albuquerque Lobos or
Dukes, .. or whatever. (Like the
Bo~ton Celtics,. D~nver.. :Jlockl)ts,
. ~J:c.): '.J'!l~Y't:e. no!; -~ prQ ~earn !>\lt
they· sure belong to the city1 not
UNM. ,. .
.
· ·I went nome ·at balf"time to
watch · Thursday · night's BYU
game ori. TV because .I couldn1t
see 'a da'mn tnirig f'rom where I
was standing;· Neither could ·my
. wiflb wh!J got. in Ol]. the d!!_te ticket
we wasted $2 on. We couldn't get
to the game until '7:il5 p.m. because she had to wotk: l:tte;--,but
even by that time there -were ·a
whole lot of students standing,
at ''University" Arena, while . a
whole lot o:f Mr. and Mrs. Albuquerques were sitting in whit
should have been their seats.
lf the team is going to continue to play for the primary
benefit of "Albuquerque people/1
let the city pay the basketball
share of the athletic department's
$250,000 budget. Don't take it, out
of my $210 a semester.
There wouldn't be a team if it
weren't for UNM, and there
wouldn't be a UNM if it weren't
for us, the students. Why can't
they hold all those tickets they
sell to the public until a certain
time, say 20 minutes before game
titne, to give the students who
want to see the game a chance to
get in and get seats?
I'll tell you- why, Because the· .
Almighty Dollars those tickets
bring in .are more· important than
UNM students.
· C. W, Andrews Jr.

~
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Unrest

PICTURE

DACCA, East Pakistan, (UPI)
- Students have taken control
of most population centers in
East Pakistan while politicians of
all leanings vie for support in the
wake ·of the resignation of President Mohammad Ayub Khan.
Angry mobs. are reported searching out supporters of Ayub ;who
have hesitated to quit their positions. Several supporters' homes
have been set afire.
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oNLv49c
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tivists seem bent on destroying,
not reforming, the university.''
They substituted a suggestion oi
a radical caucus that said, "Cur•
rent headlines and on-campus bG•
havior give testimony to the fac1
that our colleges and universities
are unable or unwilling to cop~
with the needed academic reform
Repressive measures which c)lar.
acterize the responses by colleg(
administrators and governmeni
officials to demands for chang~
deny the validity of such demand~
and create the climate for ex•
tremist :reactions.''
,,..
The delegates took a stand fav•
oring lowering of the voting agE
to 18, and indicated a desire tc
involve students in future meet;.
ings. But they declined to adopl
the full resolution calling fo1
organizational refonn and morE
student participation in campU!
affairs.
·

Fine

To the Editor:

'

--------------------------------------··--··:··.,.·....................................................................................................~

""""'

but when the time came for them
to begin serving their sentences
on weekends only, 42 members of
the WSU community, including
some white students and two professors, protected them in several
churches before they were finally
arrested for "obstructing due
process.''
Meanwhile the WSU Black Student Union had made four demands of WSU president Glenn
Perrell-asking for universal amnesty for the demonstrators and
requesting a class moratorium to
discuss their grievances.
At Monday's forum the blacks
who tried to explain what they
( Contnued from page 2)
were up- to, got little response
students. And the first demand- from other students at the 12,000Old Town Plaza
having a say in how the program student university. There are inOpen Daily 9-9
is run-seldom fails to come up. dications that more trouble might
Sunday I 0..5:30
In the end, changing institu- develop before the demonstrators
tions is cheaper (in human terms)
are arraigned Mar. 20.
and more worthwhile than changing people. The students shuuld
not have to be molded to fit the
school; the school should change
to achieve relevance to the generation of young people it must
serve at the moment.
"Changing" an educational institution does not mean "lowering"-it can mean "broadening"
to include more life styles and
education demands than those of
the children of the white Tich. If
• WINROCK
colleges and universities cannot
• NOB HILL
expand technologically and mentally to reach and communicate
with America's subcultures and
minorities as well as its majorities, its ivy may strangle it in the
end.

sheriff, and the president of the
university.
The incident was touched off by
a minor fight in an intramural
basketball game between a fraternity and a dormitory, in which
a black student was punched by
one of the fraternity men. A week
later members of the local 80-man
BSU fired shots into the front
window of the frat house and
entered it, provoking fist fights.
Five indictments came out of the
resulting legal charges.
All five students pleaded guilty,

Black Revolt

Lett~rs are welcome, and should
be no longer thnn 250 words typewritten, double apaecd. Nnme, telephone number and addreos must be
included, although name will be
withheld upon request.

'\ Institutional Racislll Causes Deinonstrations
l

am distressed that a small band
of students with little regard for
the rights and safety of others
appear so ready to risk violence
in pursuit of their objectives, so
heedless of the consequences. Violence is not a reasonable substitute
for negotiation to dramatize
grievances and demands."
"The picture of N a t i o n a 1
Guard.smen and police stationed
on campuses to maintain order is
abhorrent," he continued. "If intelligent men and women of student body administrations and
faculties cannot resolve their differences without bloodshed or the
presence -of an armed militia, then
there is little hope for the rest of
civilization.''
Rejects Statement
Delegates to the AAHE's national convention rejected a statement in the resolution committee's report saying, "Student ac-

ment-making ability that will allow young people to accept responsibility."
It would be wasteful, he added,
not to allow students meaningful
participation in "giving new relevance to our universities.'' He
said he views as "reasonable" recent student demands for a say in
decisions which directly affect
their lives and grievances, "in
light of the injustices within our
society-and of their own capacities to contribute."
Students Not Faultless
But Sen, Muskie said he does
not :find students faultless. "I

Fraternities Conflict

l

'fJlacks Want Some Control of Education

,I

dents to contribute to the enrichment of campus life before graduation," he said, drawing applause
from the 2000 faculty members
and administrators. "A university
education should not be an isolated experience, in terms of the
relevance of learning as well as
the opportunity for citizenship."
Too Much Advice
Sen. Muskie said schools have
depended on book learning and
advice too much, and ought to
let students, "make mistakesan exhilarating, and effective"
teaching method. "Really, the
great task is to instill a judg-

At Washington State
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For Disrupfing Hayakawa Speech

l:ight: Colorado U. Students Face Charges·

Campus News
Vol, 72.

Thursday, March 6, 1969

No. 92

BOULDER, Colo. (CPS)-Civil
and university chal,'ges were filed
againllt eight University of Colo· d
t d t W d d
d
ra o s u en s
e nes ay, an
more charges are on the way against nearly 100 black and white
students who disrupted a- speech
by Acting President S. I. Hayakawa of San Francisco State College Monday night.
More than 500 students walked
out of the auditorium as Hayakawa began his speech on "Academic Freedom and Student Mil-

Panel Discusses
Personal Income
--In New Mexico
The increase of per capita income in New Mexico was the
topic of a panel discussion with
members of the New Mexico
House and Senate in the Kiva last
night.
Each representative reacted to
the general question in a different
way, but all naturally referred to
taxes as their sole means to solve
the problems of undeveloped industry and equalization of funds
for education.
Small Industries
Junio Lopez (Rep., San Miguel
County) said the ·state must fit
the industry to the area. Northr. ern New Mexico can't have big
-indu13try requiring skilled labor
until the vocational schools are
already established. "Northern
New Mexico needs small industries like sewing factories or
pallet-making-factories," he explained. "The 'Ship of State' is
not balanced in the North," he
concluded.
Poor Banking System
Sen. Ozzie Davis, Democrat,
reacted to the question by explaining that property taxes, especially on large land holdings
by the coal industries would
greatly increase revenue to the
state. The senator then said, "We
have a very poor banking system

here. It's the banker's job to entice industry into the state. We
must get a billion dollar banking
system. It's the man with the
money that gets the job done."
Tom Brown, a Democrat from
Artesia, said, "We have lost industries through unstable tax
bases. The big industries just
don't have the confidence in our
tax system," be said.
Senator Tibo Chavez, Democrat,
spoke on the success the state
has had in the electronics and
research industries: "More people are working for Sandia Corporation and other similar industries in Los Alamos, tbank13 to
the federal government, than in
other states," be said.
Free Tuition
Another point discussed was an
observation that if the state did
away with appropriations to the
UNM Medical School, the state
could have free tuition for all
resident students at UNM.
Air pollution was briefly discussed with remarks by Sen.
Chavez that controls must be imposed on industries before they
get irito the state to prevent the
smog from getting any worse.
Bobby Jordan, Republican from
Bernalillo County and a House
member was the ftfth member of
the panel.·

Now's the time to care for your
. t " f • •
Ca II t or face!
a comp 1amen ary· ac&Q 1-an
your own dorm or home;....and see
whyweroy...
.
'No Woman Need Ever look 40'
Goldialll._Stone,
COilBUlto"ii.t for
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itancy," but about 100 othersmore than half of them blackheckled and jeered the man the
G II
p
d "th
ost ea up o11 ca11e
e m
r
spected educator in America."
.
Racist Slurs
Hayakawa traded jibes for a
while, but then the black students
heard racist slurs like "blacks off
campus" in response to their
"pigs off campus." They jumped
onto the stage or began hurling
chairs onto it.
Hayakawa retreated, and black
and white radical students took
over the microphone. Most of the
3000 students who bad come to
bear Hayakawa stayed and beard
discussion by students from San
Francisco State College.
University President Joseph
Smiley in13tructed the university
attorney Tuesday to bring both

Lobo Photo by Tony Louderbougb

KNME

KNME

on

KNME's "TV Kindergarten," With Joyce Merron, is one of the specialty-shows the"TV sl;ation offers. KNME also shows commentaries
on current problems.
~'

Campus

ENTIRE OUTFIT
Includes Shirt, Studs,
Cummerbund, Tie,
· Suspenders, Cufflinks,
Handkerchief, and

...
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UNM Co-Sponsors TV
By DAVID HUTSON
KNME-TV, channel 5, situated
on campus, is New Mexico's only
National Educational Eelevision
(NET) station.
Dick Kraus, of KNME said,
"The Albuquerque Public School
district (APS) is as responsible
for our operation as UNM. The
license is held jointly by both
parties." The license, is13ued by
the Federal Communications Commission, is a "Non-commercial
Educational License."
Central Source
The NET is the central source
of broadcasting for 159 stations
situated around the United States

.

~

·~.,

and in overseas possessions, and
its affiliates through network interconnections and direct distribution, receive videotape programs.
NET's regular broadcasting
program includes instructional
and educational programs during

.5 ,

8t)utonniere.

COAT and
TROUSERS

$6.50

$10.00 1-~

v~'l~L-~

the day and public entertainment foreign and domestic sources, to
provide different angles of news
programs in the evening.
NET produces many unique to broaden viewer knowledge and
proirams to be put on the air. understanding of events and poli"NET Journal" is an hour long cies.
weekly documentary series, ex''KNME is financed by the
amining issues such as poverty, University, the APS, and national
civil ' rights, the alienation of funds. Next year, our operating
youth, problems of public educa- budget will be around $325,000,
tion, and world power and peace. of which $270,000 will come from
Negro Program
UNM," said Kraus.
(Editor's note: It was discovOnce a month, NI~T stations offer a program for the Negro com- ered through John Perovich, vicemunity, entitled "Black Journal." president for finance, that $157,"NET Festival," another week- 000 came from UNM for operaly program, presents a variety of tion this year.)
entertainment and documentary
Began in 1958
specials concentrating on opera,
"We went on the air in 1958
ballet, jazz, and concerts. "N:r::T because of the licensing agreePlayhouse" is the country's only ment with UNM and the APS,"
weekly drama series.
said Kraus. "We are situated on
In addition, KNME offers many campus because our building was
varied types of programs produc- the best one available at the
ed in the campus studio.
time."
Broadcasting Variety
At the present time, KNMENews for NET programs is TV, Channel 5, employs about 25
gatb,.ered from a variety of people.
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Lily Pads

t
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"

OK, all you female upperclassmen who live in dorms, now you
can get off your lily pads and
have big times. Keys are now
available for check-out in all women's dorms.

An exhibit on heat pipes, entered by mechanical engineering
students, won the sweepstakes
award in campus competition during the annual Engineers' Open
House at UNM last month.
Gary Whitlow, Dean Bursch,
Mike Conway, and Jon Hunt built
the exhibit.
Departmental winners in the
competition included:
Chemical engineering: first
place, "Flow Mapper," Gilbert
Baca, Travis Crouch, Clark Dixon,
and John Lopez; second place,
"Poly Foam," Leon Baca and
Frederic Diemer.
Civil engineering: first place,
"Soil Analysis of an Earth-Fill
Dam," Badru Kuggundu and Bob
Rushing; second place, "Eat1:h-

quake Engineering Research,"
Martin Barker.
Electrical engineering: first
place, "Systematic Approach to
Problem Solving," Thomas Key
and John Stanke; second place,
"The Transistor Laboratory,"
Dan Irick.
Mechanical engineering: first
place, "Measurement of Heat
With Thermocouples," Pi Tau
Sigma pledges; second place, "The
Strain Gage," Bill Barrett and
Larry Willis.
More than 500 junior and senior high school groups from Albuquerque toured the exhibits during the two day open house. Other
groups making tours were from
Belen, Encino, Los Alamos, Los
I.unas, and Santa Fe.

Black Students Protest Racism
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Petition Demands Bre,ak With BYU
UNM's Black Student Union
(BSU) is circulating a petition
that demands that B r i g h am
Young University be expelled
from the Western Athletic Conference.
The petition states:
'~This is a formal protest. We
are demanding that UNM discontinue all WAC relations with
BYU. Brigham Young University
is supported by the Monnon
Church, an institution that feels
people of color are inferior. In

other words, it is a racist institution. We, the Black Student
Union, welcome your sympathy."
Want 6000 Signatures
Tile BSU hopes to have 6000
signatures on the petition before
they submit it to President Ferrel
Heady. They presently have 650
signatures.
All presidents of WAC universities will receive copies of all
p e t i t i o n s from cooperating
schools, said Joe" Long, a spokesman for the BSU.
The petition will be sent ' to

other schools in the WAC, asking
them for assistance in expelling
BYU.
Sam Johnson, a member of the
BSU said that the petition stems
from a feeling among BSU members that BYU practices racism.
"It's not that we care about their
religion, they can believe what
they want. It's concern that a
school that practices racism is in
the WAC.''
BJacl<s Eligible
Blacks are eligible to be mem•
hers of the Mormon Church, but

they are not allowed to hold high
offices within the church.
The BSU said this belief stems
from a passage in the Book of
Mormon, 2 Nephi 5, verses 20-25.
The Book of Mormon says that
when transgressors "hardened
their hearts" against the Lord,
"Wherefore they were white, and
exceeding fair and delightsome,
that they might not be enticing
unto my people the Lord God did
cause a s1dn of blackness to come
upon them." (2 Nephi 5, Verse
21).

SDS will research the possibil·
ity of charging Harold Lavender,
Vice President of student affairs,
and the UNM: police with nonfeasance in a federal court.
The charge comes from incidents that occurred during the
SDS demonstration against Dow
last week.
Larry Russell, a member of
SDS, said they originally plan·
ned only to bring charges against
Lavender before Student Standards. He said that since that decision was made, Lavender has
denied having final control over
the UNM police. He said that
problems would also develop because of what he called Laven~
der's influence over Student
Standards.
Russell said that he did not
want this to "appear to be a personal attack on Lavender, but it
is a matter of someone taking
over your civil 1·ights.''
Russell said the administration
was not consistent in their handling of violations of personal
property and assault.

ByJOHNZEH
CHICAGO (CPS) -Most colleges and universities will profit
from student protests if their administrations are free from outside political pressure.
That finding is suggested in
data gathered in the American
Association for Higher Education's (AAHE) campus governance study in lessons from the
crisis at San Francisco State
College.
It was sketched in a talk Monday by George C. Stern, a Syracuse University psychology professor, at the AAHE's annual
convention. Some 2700 administrators and faculty members are
here for the meeting, which has
as its theme "The Agony and The
Promise of America."
Scores Interference
Declaring that "A university
kept open at bayonet point is
neither a university nor open,
Stern scored political interference
in the internal affairs of embattled San Francisco State. He said
the continuance of universities as
"The sole institution in America
dedicated to understanding rational responses to problems
hinges on our keeping free from
outside forces."

~o'~

....

"To disregard the student revolt, to dismiss it as the work of
a tiny fringe of agitators manipulating issues that are ·entirely beyond the control of the educational enterprille, is to risk and
encourage politicization of the
university - to lose the ideal of
an independent intellectual community, not regain it," professor
Stern said.
Personal Growth
In his talk Stern said the AAHE
study indicates that schools
which stress opportunities for
personal growth have "far fewer
problems" than those which do
not. "The largest number of
problems of all types are reported
from schools with rigid, highlycontrolled environments, that are
oppressive and academically trivial," he said.
Stern suggested that schools
loosen rigidity by opening the undergraduate curriculum to new
programs freed from restrictions
of graduate school preparation.
"But sometimes offering alternative courses to disenchanted students doesn't work," he noted.
What was viewed by some educators as Utopia at San Francisco
State turned into disaster.
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Protests Will l-lelp Colleges

Lobby-Simms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold
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to riot, or willful destr~ction of
prope1·~y. They are. also liable fo r
probatwn, suspensiOn, or expu1sion from the university. The uni·
'11 be
vers1ty sa~s many more WI
charged th1s week.
Hundreds of students who s~p.
ported th~se charged are talk~nkg
about callmg for a geuer~ st~ e
of the 17,000.. student umvers1ty.

Says Education Study Group

..-

The annual event this year wa:'
planned and directed by the Engineers' Joint Council, the overall
guide group for engineering student activities. Chairman of the
event was Michael Edenburn.

SDS Considers
Action in Court

that "once this is accomplished we
are ripe for revolution."
.
The Colorado State Legis1at~re
Wednesday passed a resolution
asking for the immediate expul.
.
d .
~~ond?f ali· students mvo1ve m
e ISr~phion.t d t h
b
The mg t s u en s ave een
charged with assault, incitement

'Conspiracy'
Smiley said such demonstrations are part of a "conspiracy to
erode public confidence in 13tate
and university authority," and
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Governor Ronald Reagan cut
the school's budget, admission
standards had to be raised, and
black enrollment dropped from
11 per cent to 3.6 per cent. "The
entirely understandable bitterness of the black intellectual community exploded into violence," be
said.

College Program
Seeks Students
The Upward Bound College Enrichment Program is seeking
UNM students to serve as volunteer tutors this semester and as
tutor-counselors this summer.
Dr. Richard Griego, associate
math professor, said "Our program is like Head Start for college students."
The enrichment program is under a $60,000 grant from the Office of Economic Opportunity.
F or t y-five incoming f1·eshmcn
from disadvantaged or poverty
backgrounds will be helped. The
students chosen for the program
are high schoo1 seniors now, and
UNM students are needed to begin tutoring in Albuquerque this
semester.
A few positions are open for
tutor-counselors during the eightweeks summer program. Applicants should be from the same
kind of backgrounds as their students, and they should be able to
relate to the students to make
course material more meaningful,
said Griego.
Griego said the program would
make special recognition of the
problems of identity, acculturation, and the bi-lingual, bi-cultural aspects of the students.
The program will also provide
financial aid next fall during the
regular academic year.
Interested students are asked to
contact Griego, or William McKinstry, director of the Center
for Community Action Services.
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Saturday.
In fact, Utah coach Don Reddish came up with a prognosticated final score of 465-465 (between his own squad and BYU)
after listing what he 'thought
would be the finishes in each
race.
"After I saw that score, I went
back and changed a few of my
entries," laughs Reddish. "At
· least we didn't lose the battle on
paper.'' Utah has won the WAC
swimming title in each of the six
years it has been contested.
Utah, BYU Tied Twice
:Utah and Brigham Young met
three times this season. In the
Beehive relays held in December,
the Gougers won, 122-116, but
the events were mostly relays
that won't be contested in the
WAC meet. The two teams deadlocked 52-52 at Salt Lake City,
then amazingly enough scrambled
to another 52-52 tie at Provo in
February,
And Colorado State, which will
have the great advantage of
swimming in its own pool, upset
BYU in January, (57-56 in Ft.
Collins), but the Cougars left
several of their outstanding performers home to study for final
exams. Utah edged by the Rams
one week later by a count of 54-
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The three coaches believe it
will be a close race, but Reddish
and BYU mentor Walt Cryer are
talking in terms of a Utah-BYU
battle, while CSU coach Art Solow feels his team will join in for
Diver Paul Mundroll
a three way fight,
BYU Favored?
"Even though I figured it 465In the 50, Milne will have to
465, with Colorado State about
take
on Jim Rang from ASU, Tom
90 points back, I think that BYU
has to be favored," analyzes Red- Fairbanks from BYU, and Dennis
dish. "I probably gave my own O'Connor from Colorado State.
kids the benefit of the doubt in all Rang and Fairbank has best
those races. Nobody can match times of 21.9, while Milne and
Brigham Young's depth.''
O'Connor have registered bests
Cryer feels differently. "My this season of 22.1.
calculations have Utah 470, BrigRang and O'Connor have also
ham Young 435, and Colorado
State 370. When you take all
times available - including last
year's WAC and NCAA meets you realize the p o t e n t i a 1 of
Utah's squad. But that doesn't
mean that we expect to lose. 35
points isn't a huge margin in a .
meet like this, and mistakesThe UNM Girl's Gymnastics
bad starts, missed turns--could
team
placed a good fourth out of
decide it.
12
in
last
weekend's Women's InCSU's Solow feels it will be a
termountain
meet, held in Prpvo,
three-way dogfight, with per- Utah.
formances by individuals from
The Loboette gymnasts scored
the four other schools being an · 101.5
points to finish behind Coloimportant factor.
rado State U., host Brigham
UNM's Milne Defending Champ
Young, and Colorado State ColNew Mexico's standout free- lege from Greeley, Colorado.
style performer Bob Milne, deLaura Staszko, a cute sophofending WAC champion in the 50 more majoring in physical educaand 100 freestyle races, will head tion who hails from Nebraska,
the UNM contingent in Ft. Col- was the top performer for the
lins and will defend his titles. UNM team. Laura, a veteran
Bob will have his hands full in from last year's squad, was third
both events.
in the all-around competition, and

UNM's Top diver Paul Mnn·
droff will compete in the WAC
swimming and diving meet held
today through Saturday in Ft.
Collins, Colo.
have better times than Milne in
the 100, scoring 47.8 and 48.1 to
Bob's best of 48.3.
Lobo Steve Craven is also expected to fare well in both the
100 and 200 yard butterfly events,
while diver Paul Mundrc>ff is
among the conference's best in
the one and three meter diving
events.

UNM Women Gymnasts

Doubly

impressive ...
the 6-button
DB blazer
sides with the leader, The Clubman doublebreasted blazers, accented by the latest In button
treatments. The neo-classic styling is enhanced by
lapels and deeply cut side vents. From the Clubman collection of
••• and truly the measure of a man.

s.Ji.
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With BARNES & NOBLE COLLEGE OUTLINE SI::RIES

••• the original paperbacks Keyed

to Your Texts

by 2 unique cross·ref~:~rence charts
r-------~----~--~--~
r~~~~----~------~
1. A Tabulated Bibllography of Standard
2. A Quick·Referenc'e Table indicates pages
in various standard textbooks that cor·
respond to topics cover-ed in chapte
of the Outfine.

that summarize appropriate ):hapters in
each text.

Over 100 titles on the following subjects:
ANTHROPOLOGY

AAT
BUSIN~SS

DRAMA

ECONOMICS
EDUPATION.
ENGINEERING

ENGLISH

GOVERNMENT
HISTORY
lANGUAGES
LITERATURE

MATHEMATICS
MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY
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had a second-place finish on the
uneven horizontal bars.
Emily Salazar, a freshman :from
Albuquerque, finished fourth behind Laura on the bars.
The UNM team, on the strength
of these two girls' performances,
finished second as a team on the
bars.
Other girls competing were
Jackie Ahlgrim, Sheila Takahaski, Gail Hurley, Joan Arsenault,
Carolyn Yabemoto, Anita Salazar, Cynthia Parker, and Judy
Salazar.
The girls are coached by Dr.
Betty Benison.
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CAN STAY
ON TOP

Textbooks indic;1tes pages in the'Outline
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

By CHARLES, WOOD
here," Sanford said. "I like the
To some students, the word Southwest, the climate, the scen"draft" brings a bad taste to the ery, and all that. What don't I
mouth.
like? Lemme see now. Uh, t don't
But to Ron Sanford, UNM's like the hippies," said Sanford
lanky, 6-8 senior from Brooklyn, with a big grin as he sat dressed
the sound of the word is sweet. in purple bell-bottoms and beaded
The draft Sanford has in mind, moccasin~. "And, I don't like
naturally, is not the General Hershey kind but is the money kind
-the 1969 pro basketball draft.
"If a pro club drafts me, it
won't matter. with me whether
I play in the NBA or the ABA. I
probably will go where there's
the most money," said Sanford.
Eighteen teams in both leagues
have contacted the Lobo star.
3.0 Average
As an art major, Sanford pulled
a 3.0 grade point last semester waiting in line for food at the
but will need another term to dinner hall. Don't laugh. I don't.
graduate after this semester. "If .~What else now. Oh, yeah. I .don't
I don't sign with the pros this like early morning classes.''
year, I'll ~tay on at UNM and
get my degree. Probably then I'll · As friendly as a mid-July afgo into commercial art in Albu- ternoon in Phoenix is hot, Sanquerque or on the west coast," ford isn't going to bet much
mpney on the Lobos' chances for
Sanford said.
A second team All-WAC selec- an· NIT bid. "We have a very
tion last year, Sanford was sec- slim chance of going. If we do
ond in UNM scoring this season get invited, I think we have a
with a 15.6 average and had a good chance of going all the way.
9.0 rebounding average. As a sen- A damn good chance.''
ior in high school he led Wingate
Wyoming Wiii Win
to a third-place finish in the New
Asked which WAC co-champion,
York City championships and. was
BYU
or Wyoming, had the better
named to the all-city team before
team,
Sanford replied, ''They both
going on to become an all-ameriplay
well.
BYU has a lot of excan at Fort Dodge (Iowa) Junior
perience
but
I think Wyoming will
College.
win the play-off. If they win that
LikesUNM
one, they'll have to beat the Ag"I'm glad I came to school gies (NMSU) at Las Cruces before playing UCLA in the regionals. And I don't give Wyoming no chance at all of winning
that one," he said with a laugh.
"There just ain't no way, not
while Lew (Alcindor) is there,
anyways. Wyoming has good personnel though and they're the
best team we've played this year.''
Sanford was asked if Wyoming
had better personnel than the Lobos. "No," the Brooklyn eager
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snapped, shaking his head, "they
don't have personnel as good as
us. No one does 'cept UCLA and
that's because of Lew Alcindor.''
Disappointing Year
The easy-going Sanford stops
smiling when you ask him what's
been wrong with the Lobos this

NEW

MEXICO

SPORTS

Editor:
John

Moser

year. "This year's been disappointing. We should've done what
was expected of us. Our big problem has been no leadership. There
was nothing to strive for because
it seemed like all we had to do
was appear on the floor.''
The likeable Sanford is quick
in praising the man who brought
him to UNM, Coach Bob King.

"Coach King is beautiful. lie's a
beautiful man. He has a rare
quality. He ha~ the knack of
teaching you how important something is and you produce for him.
lie has a style all his own, on
and off the court. lie knows when
you're cheating on him. lie also
stresses the meaning and function
of pride.''
Daniels, Nelson, Howard
Asked who were the best players to play for UNM since he's
been here, Sanford replied, "The
top two were-no, better make
that the top three. The top three
were Mel Daniels, Ron Nelson,
and Stretch Howard-and me," he
adds with a toothy grin. The best
plaY"Cr he's played against in
college, he claims, was BYU's
Craig Raymond now with the San
Francisco Warriors of the NBA .
He is quick to confess, though,
that, "I kicked his ass, too and I
was just a sophomore.''
Since Sanford began playing
at UNM, the Lobos have compiled

a 59-22 won-lost I"ecord. Before
he graduates, Sanford hopes to
raise the mark to 63-22 with four
more post-season victories and
an NIT Championship.

STUDENTS!!!

Downtown for a show
or shopping? Eat at.

OPEN 24 HOURS

105 Centra I N. W. 247-8662

reot
figure 8
11

11

UNIVERSITY SHELL
2720 Central S.E.
842-9148

FREE OFFER!
Electrical System Check
Including:

Battery, Generator

Regulator, All Wiring
WITH THIS AD
$5 off on the purchase of any Battery
General Tires

Gold Bond Stamps

®u:r Just 3U fnu o.tau Wrust

Finish Fourth at Provo

2120 Central

:

Ron Sanford Discusses His Colorful Career

Conference open competition today in the seventh annual WAC
Swimming meet at Colorado
State.
The meet will run through

BIG MAC IS HERE!

.lobo

.

Talks About Pro Draft, Lobos, UNM

WAC Swimming Meet Set

The swimming teams from
Utah, BYU, and Colorado State
are rated about a half a small
gnat's eyelaf!h apart as the
schools in the Western Athletic

.
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Utah, BYU, CSU Co-Favorites
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Ron Sanford
Adverti!Jerncnt

How's
Your
Vocabulary?

but nobody
noticed

A noted publisher in' Chicago reveals a remarkably effective
method for building It working
knowledge ,of~ over 2,000 powerful, expressive words quickly "and
easily.
People unable to express themselves effectively often lose many
business and social opportunities.
Others who use their vocabulary
improperly, subject themselves to
ridicule and cause others to mis·
understand what they mean.
We need a good vocabulary,
says the publisher, to understand~
more clearly what we read and
hear, to think with ~areater clari~y
and logic, and to express ourselves more effectively when we
speak ot write. A command of
words instills confidence in one's
ability to speak convincingly and
impress others with one's knowl·
edge and understanding.
To acquaint the readers of this
paper with the easy·to·follow
rules for developing a large vocabulary, the publishers have
printed full details of their in·
teresting self-training method in
a new hooklet, "Adventures in
Vocabulary," which will he mailed free to anyone who requests
it. No obligation. Send your
name, address, and zip code to:
Vocabulary Studies, 835 Diversey

Parkway, Dept. 172-412, Chicago, lll. 60614. A postcard will
do.

As employers go, we are still fairly young-34 next August.
Many employees have been with ua since our beginning. Some
or these employees occupy our most responsible: positions and
will be retiring In the next few years.
We bave a tal<mt searcb on for new employees wo can trust:

Trust with our reputation for considerate.
:responsive pubUc service;
Tr1t8t witb decisions that personally affect
the lives of 24 million beneficiaries:
Tr1t8t with the responsibilities that go with
administering a 24. billion dollar per year program.
Slgn up in the Placement Offic:e now for interviews on FridaY;
March 14. Find out about our training programs, starting
salaries of $6,981 (wblob go to $8,4G2 in a year),
promotional opportunities, etc.

And aren't you happy! You con
wear the briefest skirts, th~
slimmest slacks, anything you
want, anytime you want, without
ever worrying about noticeable
bulges or the possibility of odor
forming. You use Tam pax tampons.
Worn internally, they eliminate
the bother of belts, pins and pods.
And most important, Tam pax
tampons do away with the discomfort of chafing and rubbing.
You feel secure and perfectly
comfortable every day of the month.
Tam pax tampons, available in
three absorbency-sizes: Regular,
Super and Junior. Neat. Convenient. Completely disposable.
Try Tam pax tampons and see
how great it is when nobody
notices. Not even yau.

All majors Including Liberal Arts nnd bi-lingual
students invited.

Social Security Administration ·U!ED DY MILI.IQHI Of WOME"

ARE MAD£ ONLV bV
MASSo~~

i
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Fellowship Awarded to Daniels

Calling
U
Law Student Gets A ward

One o;f the top graduate fellowships in legal studies in the nation was recently awarded to
Charles W. Daniel~, a UNM student.
·

Daniels, a third-year student in
law at UNM, is one of five recipients of the E. Barrett Prettyman
Fellowship in Trial Advocacy at
Georgetown University Law Cen-

Campus
Briefs
Faculty Art
I'

i

The art department faculty exhibition will open March 9 at the
UNM Art Museum.
Among the wor){s by the faculty
members are paintings, drawings,
photographs, ceramics, and jewelry.
The work of Fred Hammersley,
a visiting artist in the department, will be highlighted. It will
be' shown in a disvlay in the west
room of the main gallery.
The department's two emeritus
professors 9f art, Raymond Jonson and Ralph Douglass, will be
represented by one example of
their art. Douglass is one of the
half-dozen outstanding calligraph·
ers in the country. Jonson was
the state's pioneer abstract painter when he moved here in the
1920's.

Lecture Cancelled
'I
'I

I

Arthur Goldberg, who was to
speak at UNM Thursday, has canceiied his lecture,
Ray Showers, chairman of the
Speakers Committee, said Goldberg's place in the lecture series
will be talten by James Farmer,
:former head of the Congress of
Racial Equality.
Farmer, who will speak March
16, js now undersecretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare.

Spurs Tea

Spurs, the national sophomore
women's honorary, will hold a tea
Sunday, March 9, in the Esther
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RAT;ES: 1c }ler woTd, 2{) word minlmtnn ($1.40} 1>"'" tlme run. H 1«1 Ia to
run live or more eoiiBtcutive da:Yz with
no change& the rate a redu<:e<l to lie
per word ad the Dlin!mmn n~ of
wo:rdll to 10.
TERMS: l'~~YX»ent murt be made in

UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquezqne. N.M. 87106

LOST & FOUND

REWARD OFFERED-YI!8Z' old Colli.,.
Shepet<I "'"""" near UNM. Blaek & gold
male. Call 243-7585 or 877·G68L
WILL PAY $10 or more for return ot dark.
brown J;llttBe, lost Feb. 19. CaJl 344-1.922
a:Iter 5 p.m.

4)

u.-

..... _ ,

Bob Hope Show
March 22

I

~

f

ON SALE MONDAY

student activity ticket office
in popejoy hall

1958 VOLKSWAGON-Ncwtires, <!XIlellent
engine, radi<>, evcr:l'llling works-$450.
247·2321 or 898-037&.

196(1 M.G. 4 BPeed. blue convertible, :Excellent. 1!77·3152.
SPEED GRAPiOC 4x5 Paoctnakl!l", JC.

. Syncb FJilli.Jwlders, Tank, $80. 2~G·M9't,
1964 CORVETTE, 827•300 HP. 4 8Pd,
Convertible plus ltardtop, AM·FM Mic&;.
elin Radials. Esttemcl)t good eonditlon.
299..0022.
'lOOO BOOKS, $.25 up, llfaJ;)s, Tn.. w.Snll. 10-4. 3110 Edith 'NE. .

t
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Two Different
Faces of Iron
Curtain Cinema
PROGRAM ONE

From Russia
Sergei Paradjhanov's
WILD HORSES
OF FIRE

Charles Daniels

wmw

PROGRAM lWO

From Poland

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

Jerzy Skolimowski's

BARR1ER
Both with unusual short films

FOR DER RED ROOF

Shahes

Fries

from the
janus New Cinema Collection

251

l<l.

18J.y

1>1
l;l

Program one-Friday, March 7-7:30 P.M.
Adults 1.50-Facjstaff 1.25-Students 1.00

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410 :.s
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848 g

&810 Menaul N.E. 2684147

Tel. 277-3121

"l
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2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 SerVices
7. Miscellaneous
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Schowers Reveals
Speaker Committee
Fund Embezzlement

I

The

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT -~TIMES STARTING~-~

UMAS Meefing

I

United Mexitan American Students (UMAS) met
last night at the Newman Center. They discussed soei·
ology and Spanish department invitations to sit on. com·
mittees.

Commission To Study
Two Marijuana Bills
ByWAYNECIDDIO
Two Senate bills ca1ling for the liberalization of current state marijuana statutes will be the first items on the agenda of Tuesday's Senate Corporations
Commission hearings.
Discussion o:f the bills, Nos. 202 and
215, began yesterday but were held over
until next week because of a busy com~
mission schedule.
Senate Bill No. 202, sponsored by
Senate Majority Whip 1\lack Easley,
(D-Lea), says in part, "Any person who
is found guilty of possession of canna.bis
indica (marijuana) under Section 547-13 N:MSA 1953 is guilty of a misdemeanor."
Current Laws
Under the current law, any person who
is found guilty of possession of cannabis
indica is convicted of a felony, and upon
ftrst offense, is subject to a fine of not
:more than $2000, and imprisonment of
not less than two yearS nor more then
ten years.
Bill No. 202, in making possession of
marijuana a misdemeanor, would reduce
the penalty to not more than a $5000
fine, and 1-5 years imprisonment.
Senate Bill No. 215, sponsored by
Senate Minority Whip John Eastham,
( R-Bernalillo), contains a "liberal possession clause" and asks for the elimination of the crime of simple possession of
marijuana.
If the bill passes the legislature, any
person in possession of less than one
pound of marijuana would not be subject
to legal action. The same bill provides a
standard basis for dealing with J.ICrsons
found guilty o£ possession of marijuana
for purposes of unlawful sale.
Before adjourning, the Corporations
Commission, chaired by Sen. Edmundo
Delgado (R-Bernalillo), heard comments
on Bill No. 202 from Easley, Dr. Sterl~
ing Colgate, president of New :Mexico

Tech in Socorro, Dr. Stuart Boyd, chairman of the Citizens Committee for Rational Drug Laws, Dr. Julius Wilson, a
Santa Fe physician, and Dr. Allen Frank
from UNM's Department o:f Psychiatry.
Mandatory Sentence
Easley sll.id that under current statutes, "a person 21 years of age or over,
receives a mandatory 2-10 years in tn<>
state penitentiarY if even a seed of marijuana is fot1Dd m his possession.
"My bill No. 202 would enable the
judge in a marijuana case to use his
own discretion in sentencing. InsteAd of
being bound under statute, the judge
could decide on sentence deferment or
probation," Easley said.
Easley said that the existing penalty
for possession of marijuana under the
state statute is in some cases more severe
than the penalty :for second degree murder or assault with intent to kill.
Colgate said the present penalties for
marijuana violations are "a sure way to
alienate a generation." He said that there
was so much doubt about existing laws
that it was unreasonable to assume that
young people were going to accept them
simply because they were designated as
law.
To Fit the Crime
"Our youth has good reason to doubt
the veracity of a law that sends them to
prison for two years on a :first offense for
possession of marijuana," Colgate said.
Colgate added, ''We must make the
punishment nt the crime.''
Boyd, one of eight doctors present at
the hearing to testify in connection with
Bills 2{)2 and 215, spoke as a representa~
tive of the Citizens Committee on !Uition·
al Drug Laws.
Boyd told the commission that there
was no evidence to prove that marijuana
is (1) addictive, (2) induces anti-sodal
or criminal behavior, (3) is harmful to
the user or, ( 4) leads to heroin addiction.

By GEORGE CAMPBELL
Ray Sehowers, chairman of Speakers
Committee, last night announced that a
total of lji601 has been embezzled :from
Speakers Committee.
The embezzlements, which were accomplished on accounts for publicity printing
cost:;;, were found on four separate items.
Schowers' signature was forged nn the
receipts.
Initial Evidence
Schowers said he :found the initial evidence when he was going over receipts
two weeks ago in order to make recom~
mendations :for next year's Speakers
Committee budget.
Schowers said he had not revealed the
evidence before because he wanted to
squelch "any rumors of his mismanagement which might arise.''
The receipts were made out to four
separate printing companies, and the
largest amount was for ~244. Schowers
said that printing costs for publicity "usually amount to about $30.''
Dines Comments
When contacted by The Lobo, ASUNM
President Jim Dines said "This is a very
serious offense, but we are not trying to
hush up the incident. This was down and
out forgery."
Dines, in connection with Leonard DeLayo, chairman of Finance Committee,
has been conducting a review of all
ASUNM budgets. "DeLayo bas been doing his job well, and conducting unbiased
investigations," said Dines.
He said the embezzlements :from
Speakers Committee and recent :investigations into Fiesta Committee will
"make us look closer at allocations. We
have learped a great deal, and we may
have to tighten up allocations for next

yesu:."

Handwriting Sampled
Schowers said that since the time' ~f
the discovery, handwriting samples of
Speakers Committee members have been
examined in order to determine who was
responsible for the forgeries. "It wa:;; un·
professionally done," said Schowers.
"Two of the receipts were immediately
recognized as forgeries by the Business
Office and returned to my mailbox," said
Schowers. But before he could act on the
forgeries, the receipts ''somehow returned to the :Business Office and were accepted," he said, "All of the missing
funds are being replaced by the Business
Office," said Schowers.
Complete Soon
""
He said that the investigation will be
complete "in the next :few weeks," and
either the University or the Business Office will bring charges, He added that he
did not know whether the case will be
handled in civil courts or within the
court structure of the University.
Schowers stated that initial investigations started in the Speakers Committee,
which consists of eight students and five
faculty members. "The :faculty has no access to the money," said Schowers.
Notified Krbec
"As soon as 1 was aware of the forgeries, 1 notified (Kirby) Krbec (director
o£ the Union), and (Jer:ry) Erickson
(Business Office account;:mt)," sa'i.d
Schowers.
Schowexs sai,d that although no accusations have been made, conclusive evidence
will be released soon.
Dines emphasized that the AStTNfl:!
budget will be balanced at the end of the
year. "Last year Student Government
had a deficit o:f several thousand dollars,
which has since been taken care of," he
said.

'Of Minorify Talc.eovet'

'Delayo Warns RHC'
By BILL SCHNEIDER
Student Senator Leonard DeLayo said
last night that unless dorm residents become more involved in campus political
life, minority groups at UNM. could
take over the campus in the future. The
remarks were made at a meeting of the
Residence Halls Council (RHC) in the
Union.
"People who get interested in student
government can easily get control," DeLayo said, "and the minority and radical
groups are definitely interested in student government at this University."
DeLayo said that the April 18, 1969,
student government election would be
critical. "It's time for RHC to get dorm
students motivated and involved in the
campus," he said.
''These minority and radical groups
have some good ideas and get some things

done. Unless dorm residents get interested in the campus these groups can take
over and then there will be no more
Mirage, intercollegiate athletics, Fiesta,
or Homecoming/' DeLayo said.
DeLayo said that the minority and radical groups have two philosophies. "Q~~Je
is change :for the sake of change and the
other is that if something can't be
changed, destroy it and rebuild," DeLayo
said.
'Regarding the confrontation at Student Senate Wednesday night, DeLayo
said: "As it was, Senate had three
groups each voicing opinions and because
of this Senate was able to make a reasonable proposal about Fiesta.''
In other business, the council sent to
its steering committee a proposal that
reads, "all concerns and responsibilities
approved by RHC will be incorporated in
the by-laws of the RliC constitution.''

For Campus Violations

'
•

leads-AssiUance
Reference Collection•
lnt<!rvieWJ-Free

ENCLOSED$----

PlACED BY'---~-----•

Under a statute passed last spring by
the New Mexico Legislature, students
can be charged no more than $1 for cam·
pus parking violations.
Charles Daniels, UNM. draft counselor,
said yesterday that he has challenged a
$5 parking fine issued to him by campus
police. Ite received the citation for parking in a yellow zone on the west side of
· Johnson Gym. Dnniels said he came
aeross the statute while he worked in a
law office this summer.
Telllt to the :fudge
"The campus police didn't think it was
very furtny when I went in to their office
and offered to pay them $1 for a parking
violation,". suid Da!Jiels. "The officer told
me to tell it to the JUdge.''
1"he judge hearing Daniels's case re-

~
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Law Limits Parking Fine

NOW with the
PI.AcEMEN'I' CENTER

register
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FOR RMT

FOR SALE

Vol. 72
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TICKETS FOR

JANUS FILMS PRESENTS

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Perspnals
5. ForSale

-

IVIEXICO

t:!~nts..

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

Ann

RAltE VACANCY-Varsity HotlSe, 141
Columbia SE, 1 B<tnn. Apt., twin or
double bed-24?.-8080.

5)

tiona) Graph Theory; :Mitchell Hall 211,

FridaY, March 7
--King Hearts and Coronets:'' Union •
Theater: 7 and l1l p.m.; ndmlssion 50

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 mirtimum {that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

SERVICES

JIU-·8761.

is in O'll'e<lt.

First Run Films on Campus

The UNM graduate .school will
hold a. student colloquium on
"Combinational Graph Theory,"
today at 3:30p.m. in Mitchell Hall
211. Coffee and doughnuts will be
served prior to the colloquium in
Marron Hall 225. All interested
students are invited.

WE BEAT DEAD LIONS I We B!!<) beat
dead lin""" 'l'l>Ping in 5 colors and 5 tn>e
styles: })Ina technical, Fr<mch, and math·
ematieal sYmbols; plna CDC and lBM
optfual scanning type roles. Call 'l'alett·
Type: 842-8014, <!VcnitlgB.
TYPING: Need help with your spelling and
Pll'netuation 1 Call 242-llG49.
THE CODLEGE INN :BARBER SHOP at
the College lnn .bas personalized Bel'V!ee
at :MINIMUM rates.
'tYl'ING-Rellaona~Jle-<;""

at The Lobo otllce.

A 24-bour deadline

3:30p.m.

Thursday, Mar~ 6

La S~iet;e du. Cinema; uGate. of Hell;..
Union theater: 7 p.tn. Admission by sub...
scription Dl;" 76 ~nts.
Graduate student colloquium; Combina..

New Exhibit

Student Colloquium

Clual!led. Advet'tiaing'

3)

Comedian Bob Hope, one of the
most popular funny men in the
world, will perfol"lll at the University Arena Saturday, March 22 at
Sp.m.
Tickets for the performance go
on sale Monday, March 10, Prices
range from $3.50 to $6.00, with a
$2.00 discount available to students
with activity cards.
Hope's appearance is sponsored
by the Associated Students' Popular Entertainment Committee.
An exhibition of selections from
the UNM Art Museum's perman·
ent collection and extended loans
·is now open in the lower gallery
of the museum,
The exhibition features 17 dry
points and aquatints by Mexico's
painter and muralist Jose Clem•
ente Orozco,
Also included is Oscar Bern·
inghaus' "Cottonwood River
Ranch," a recent gi;ft to the museum. BerninghaUs, ane of the
earlier Taos painters and a member of the Taos Society of .Artists,
painted the work in the postWorld War II period.
In addition, another exhibition,
"Photographic Processes: A Historical Survey," is being shown in
· the print room. The exhibit shows
the development of photographic
~chniques and types of photographs beginning with daguerreotypes.
The museum is open from 2 to
5 p.m. on Sundays and from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
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Thompson lounge in the Union.
Freshmen women having a 2.6
grade point average or above are
invited.

ter, Washington, D.C.
The fellowships, which combine
instruction in the Georgetown
Graduate School of Law with actual representation of indigent
clients in the courts of the District of Columbia, are for a twoyear period. The fellowships carry
stipends averaging $7000 a year
in addition to :full tuition and all
fees.
Daniels, who is scheduled to receive his J.D. degree in June, is
first in his class of 50 students
1\nd was recently apointed draft
counselor by the Associated Students of UN:M.
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duced the fine :from $5 to $1, and suspended the fine.
The statute says there is a penalty as. sessment of $1 :for "any parking offense
in violation of a campus traffic violation

"

Five-Day Limit
Daniels said parking :fines must be paid
within five days or sent within five days
to the Administrative Office of 'the
Courts, Supreme Court Building, Santa
Fe.
Campus Police Chief Abram F. Ryder
said that since citations with new fine
listings have not arrived, students can
still be charged $5 or $6 :for a parking
violation. 1Ic said that when the new
ticl,ets arrive, corrections in parking
fines will be made.

Dance Recital

I

A presentation by the intel'ntediate and advalldd
classes in contemporary dance will be held today and tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. in the Fine Arts Recital HalL

